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XBRL for investors and analysts

“Have you ever challenged to choose companies to invest
using  XBRL data?”
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Why did I attend the study session?

I wanted to know...

XBRL should change the essentials of disclosure
-- The XBRL data transfer to investors and analysts, 

immediately. So that the software tools have to avoid 
misunderstanding

XBRL can be verified data historically in real time.

-- Forecast (guidance ) affects stock price well. XBRL 
allows us to compare it historically in real time. So it will 
effect the quality of forecast. 
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What we want to share with you from our 
experience of the study session...

Can investors read correctly company's financial statement? 
Challenge to choose one element from XBRL which investor 
wants. 

Can investors compare company performance across 
various industries and countries?  
“Net sales" vs. "Net sales" equivalent elements.

Can investors evaluate the accuracy of the forecast?
Forecast data in TDnet Taxonomy. 
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1.Challenge to choose one element from XBRL 
which investor wants. 

Ticker code Sales Ordinary incomForecast EPS BPS ROE Dividend Forecast sales
Company A
Company B
Company C
Company D
Company E

2004 2005 2006 2007 (forecast)2008
Sales
Ordinary income
Net Asset
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Structure of XBRL for the Earning Digest in TDnet
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Presentation links

company information

consolidated

non-consolidated

foot note

Contexts

consolidated
non-consolidated



Select context
Select presentation

Presentation and context, don't show Japanese name



PL
BSCF

Consolidate

PL
BS

Non-consolidate

CF

PL
Forecast 1Q etc

Which <netSales> 
should I select??

What if the investor selects the wrong data element??



2. “Net sales" vs. "Net sales" equivalent elements.

Compare same elements among hundreds of companies.



Companies belong to various industries

General                    Bank

The profit and loss statement

The most important element for 
analysis are not “comparable”?   
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Can you imagine the reason of the blank  “net 
sales” on C company?

A company     C company      D company     E company
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Do not
compare them.

Different element.

Have you ever 
chosen a 
company for an 
investment?

There were a lot of opinions even among 
20 members...

•Various companies
•Various industries
•Various countries

We have to find way to compare data across various 
industries and countries.



XBRL is not just XML....it has a structure...

Can we see “Order” on PL and choose the element correctly?
Switch the way of thinking from “They are not comparable” to “ people who 
compare those data are going to use XBRL.



Forecast data in TDnet Taxonomy

Revised forecast
1Q report

forecast



How investors use forecast data and actual data

TSE's earning digest taxonomy has forecast data too. So 
we can compare forecast data and actual data



We can evaluate the accuracy of the forecast

Actual net income March 2008

Forecast net income March 2009

Actual net income First quarter 

Continuity 
enables higher 
quality for 
forecast data. 

Stock exchanges 
or FSAs should provide
taxonomy
for forecast data.



Conclusion 
1.  Selecting elements correctly from XBRL is difficult for investors. 

Contexts should have structural information, or at least "Name", so 
that the tool could navigate users' operation.

2.  There are equivalent elements for analysis across various industries 
and countries. If the tool can handle them, it can be useful.   
We need more information to exchange between users and software 
vendors.

1. providing standard taxonomy of forecast for comparing a company's 
forecast, an analysts' forecast and an actual data

It is desirable to have such a kind of study session with other 
countries taxonomy providers together.



Our next issues are;

Cross check between summary and financial statement. To 
make the data be accuracy.

Compare with other countries data to make the taxonomy 
comparable.

Study to adopt the taxonomy IFRS



Thank you



Appendix:
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